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Abstract

Subsea pipelines are occasionally struck and hooked by objects such as anchors or trawl gear. The initial

denting, followed by potential hooking and displacement of the pipeline, give rise to a complex load and

deformation history. Transverse displacements cause a simultaneous increase in tensile axial forces, further

complicating the load sequence. This study examines the effect of applying one of three different axial loads

(zero, constant, and linearly increasing) to a pipe while simultaneously deforming it transversely. The three

tests were repeated with an internal pressure of 10 MPa (100 bar), and all tests were recreated numerically

in finite element simulations using both iterative (implicit) and non-iterative (explicit) approaches. As

expected, adding an axial load increased the pipe’s resistance to bending in terms of force-displacement,

and the same can be said of including internal pressure. However, a more localised dent was observed in

the pressurised pipes, which in turn could affect the onset of failure. The experimental results were well

captured by the finite element simulations.
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1. Introduction

Pipelines are a crucial part of the offshore industry, and will remain so for the foreseeable future. Along

the seabed, pipelines may be exposed to various hazards [1], among them being impact, hooking and release

of the pipeline by e.g. anchors or trawl gear [2, 3], which is treated in the DNV GL guidelines [4]. This load

cycle causes a complex stress and strain history which in turn may lead to fracture [5]. The load sequence5

of denting followed by stretching was applied quasi-statically to strips of an X65 pipeline material by Manes

et al. [6], without producing any significant cracks. Further, Kristoffersen et al. [7] carried out dynamic

impact tests on simply supported pipes followed by quasi-static stretching of the dented pipes to emulate

the rebound of a pipeline after release from a hooking event. The subsequent stretching always resulted
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in fracture in the material, ranging from surface cracks to through-thickness cracks. When a pipeline is10

displaced transversely, an axial force builds up simultaneously [8], and this was not accounted for in the

experimental procedure by Kristoffersen et al. [7]. The current study includes experiments that encompass

the tensile force caused by the transverse displacement.

The open literature provides many studies on transverse loading of tubular structures of various character,

ranging from rectangular cross-sections [9] to more complicated T-joints [10]. Circular cross-sections are the15

most common, and have been studied experimentally [11, 12], theoretically [13] and numerically [14]. Pipe

impact problems have been studied with various boundary conditions, from simply supported pipes [15] to

fully clamped pipes [16–18] and pipes resting on a foundation [19]. Pipeline coating intended for ballast or

thermal insulation, usually made from concrete [20] or polymers [21], also offer some protection from impact

loads. Combinations of axial loading and bending moment have been examined in several studies [22–25],20

where load history, anisotropy, diameter to thickness ratio, and other parameters are discussed. While some

works consider the effect of external pressure on tubular structures [26–29], this work will consider internal

pressure caused by e.g. an internal fluid or gas. Internal pressure can reduce the ovalisation of the cross-

section [30], and simultaneously increase the resistance load during denting and transverse deformation [31,

32]. Large transverse displacements combined with a tensile axial load and internal pressure have not, to25

the best knowledge of the authors, been studied in detail previously. In addition to providing experimental

data on this problem, an elaborate numerical study is also carried out herein.

This work investigates the local indentation and subsequent bending of an uncoated X65 steel pipe

due to a transverse load [33], while simultaneously applying one of three axial tensile loads: 1) no axial

load, 2) a constant axial load, or 3) a linearly increasing axial load. These three cases are then repeated30

with an internal pressure of about 10 MPa, amounting to six different stretch-bending tests in total. The

order in which the loads are applied can affect the results [23, 34, 35], but in this case the pipe is assumed

to be in operation when being deformed, meaning that the pressure is applied before the transverse and

axial loading. These experiments were recreated numerically using the finite element sofware ABAQUS [36]

with a calibrated and tested material model [37]. A comprehensive numerical study is conducted using35

different numerical approaches (iterative versus non-iterative), and some suggestions for modelling this type

of problem are made. In general, the experimental results were well captured by the numerical simulations.

2. Material characterisation

2.1. Description

The pipeline material used in this study is an X65 grade offshore steel, a material widely used in pipelines40

conveying oil and/or gas [38]. According to the material inspection certificate, the nominal yield strength is

σ0 = 450 MPa and the ultimate tensile strength is σUTS = 535 MPa. Young’s modulus is Es = 208 000 MPa.
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The pipes used herein are made seamless by utilising the Mannesmann effect [39], and are supplied by Tenaris,

Argentina.

2.2. Material tests45

Quasi-static material tests investigating the cross-sectional homogeneity and possible anisotropy of this

material have been carried out [7], and are succinctly summarised here. Specimens of geometry as shown

in Fig. 1(a) were loaded to failure in tension at quasi-static strain rate (approximately 10−3 s−1). By

using a laser-based measuring device [40], the minimum diameters in perpendicular directions were recorded

continuously during testing. This provides the true stress-true plastic strain curve beyond necking, and data50

from a typical test is shown in Fig. 1(b). A detailed characterisation of the material is important in order

to obtain accurate analyses [41].

For engineering and design purposes, the material is found to be both homogeneous and isotropic.

Based on values from 12 tests, the material yields at 478 ± 15 MPa and has an engineering peak stress of

572± 14 MPa. The material strain hardens to a true peak stress of 1 314± 12 MPa and fails at a true strain55

of 1.61±0.03 in a ductile cup-and-cone fracture mode. This study does not include investigation of fracture,

which has been studied elsewhere [7, 42]. All tests (both material and component) are carried out at room

temperature, so no investigation into temperature effects is made although such effects may be present in

both arctic environments and dynamic events [43].
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Fig. 1: Tensile test data, where (a) shows the specimen geometry while (b) shows a representative stress-plastic strain curve

from the tests along with Bridgman corrected data and a power law fit.

2.3. Constitutive relation60

J2 flow theory is used to model the X65 material. This means that the von Mises yield criterion is

employed with the associated flow rule. Only isotropic hardening RH is considered, here represented by a
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power-law. The von Mises equivalent stress σeq is given as a function of the deviatoric part σdev of the

Cauchy stress tensor σ,

σeq (σ) =

√
3

2
σdev : σdev (1)

The strain hardening RH is expressed as65

RH (εeq) = R0ε
n
eq (2)

where εeq is the equivalent plastic strain, and R0 and n are the strain hardening constants. The initial size

of the yield surface, i.e., when the equivalent plastic strain is zero, is given by the constant σy. As the tests

conducted herein are carried out at quasi-static strain rates, no strain rate effects are accounted for in the

constitutive relation. Also, isothermal conditions are assumed. Then, from Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the yield

function f becomes70

f (σ, εeq) = σeq − (σy +RH) ≤ 0 (3)

The material constants are taken from a study using the exact same pipe material [44], and are listed

in Table 1 where ν is the Poisson ratio and ρs is the density. Bridgman’s analysis [45] and an empirical

relation [46] were used to obtain the equivalent stress from the measured major principal stress, and a least

squares approach was employed to fit the constants σy, R0 and n to the Bridgman corrected data. Fig. 1(b)

shows the Bridgman corrected data along with the least squares fit. No failure criterion has been used in75

this study as the pipe specimens showed no signs of fracture after the applied load sequences.

Table 1: X65 steel material constants used in numerical simulations [44].

Elasticity and density Yield stress, strain hardening

Es [MPa] ν [-] ρs [kg/m3] σy [MPa] R0 [MPa] n [-]

208 000 0.33 7800 465.5 410.8 0.479

3. Component tests

3.1. Setup of experiments

It is difficult to apply a controlled axial load while maintaining a constant internal pressure during a

highly dynamic and transient pipe impact test, especially if the relative decrease of volume in the pipe is80

large. With these difficulties in mind and for safety reasons, the component tests herein are carried out at

quasi-static deformation rates.
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The pipes were initially about 10 mm thick, but were lathed down to about 4 mm in the test section

to obtain a diameter to thickness ratio of approximately 30. This ratio was chosen because it is similar to

a real case from the North Sea, where a pipeline was impacted and hooked by an anchor which caused at85

least a 53 m transverse displacement [47]. The diameter to thickness ratio affects the collapse behaviour

of pipes highly [24], and a low ratio may invoke strengthening membrane forces at an earlier stage of the

lateral deformation [13]. In this study, however, the ratio is locked to only one configuration to keep the

number of parameters at manageable level.

An ultrasound device was used to measure the thickness of each pipe across a grid which spanned over90

the 1000 mm long lathed test section of the pipe. The average thickness and standard deviation from these

measurements are given in Table 2 for each pipe. The inner diameter of the pipes is 123 mm, and the

initial span between the rotation points (RP) on the test rig is 2146 mm, whereas the specimens themselves

were only 1250 mm long initially. The additional length to the span comes from the somewhat convoluted

connection required to fit the circular geometry of the pipes to the test rig and allow for application of an95

internal pressure.

A test rig capable of applying an axial load while at the same time bending a specimen transversely [48]

has been used to test the X65 steel pipes, and the rig is shown in Fig. 2. Two horizontal hydraulic actuators

apply the axial load Na, while a third bends the pipe transversely (three-point bending) using deformation

control. As a pointed impactor perforates a pipe more easily [49], the sharpest geometry (nose radius100

Table 2: Test matrix of pipes subjected to combined quasi-static stretching and bending. See Fig. 3 for legend and illustration.

Pipe A1 A2 A3 P1 P2 P3

Nose radius [mm] 10 10 10 10 10 10

Transverse def. [mm] 200 200 200 200 200 200

Avg. thickness [mm] 4.19±0.19 4.19±0.26 4.06±0.23 4.08±0.24 3.95±0.21 4.13±0.18

Nom. overpressure [MPa] 0 0 0 10.0 10.0 10.0

Nom. axial load [kN] 0 53 0-53 0 53 0-53

Test results

Transverse def. [mm] 197 201 202 200 200 200

wi [mm] 120 120 122 117 159∗ 113

∆L [mm] 31 24 25 32 27 26

LN-N [mm] 1200 1197 1198 1200 1168∗ 1200

Force at “peak” [kN] 40.7 45.9 40.6 47.5 - -

Force at end of test [kN] 40.7 47.0 45.7 45.0 61.1 65.4

α [deg] 8.7 8.5 8.7 9.6 11.6∗ 9.2

Avg. axial force [kN] 0.5† 53.0 - 0.5† 53.2 -

Avg. overpressure [MPa] 0 0 0 10.3 10.3 10.1

dN-S [mm] 84 89 87 98 90∗ 97

dE-W [mm] 164 165 164 152 164∗ 152

∗Post-test geometric measurements are inaccurate due to an erroneously applied compressive force after the test.

†Force required to pull the horizontal pistons out.
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Fig. 2: Pipe specimen mounted in stretch-bending rig, where the indenter deforms the pipe transversely. The axial load Na

is applied at the rotation points, which are hidden behind structural parts of the rig. The transverse deformation w is vertical

as indicated by the arrow, and load cells register both the transverse and axial forces.

r = 10 mm) from the guidelines [4] is chosen for the indenter. Although the size and orientation of the

indenter can be influential [50], this study is restricted to only one indenter configuration. The applied

transverse displacement is 200 mm at a rate of 25 mm/min in all cases, while the axial load varies between

three cases: 1) no axial load, 2) a constant axial load of about 53 kN, and 3) an axial load increasing linearly

from zero to 53 kN simultaneously as the transverse displacement increases from zero to 200 mm. The105

value of the applied axial load was based on simplified beam calculations, and is well below the elastic limit

Nel ≈ 718 kN estimated by

Nel = σ0At (4)

in which At is the cross-sectional area of the test section of the pipe.

The first three cases will be tested without pressure (pipes A1-A3), before the same three cases are

repeated with an internal pressure p of about 10 MPa (pipes P1-P3). The component test matrix is shown110

in Table 2, along with some experimental results. The results will be explained in detail in Section 3.2. A

sketch of a deformed pipe is shown in Fig. 3. The following test procedure is used for each pipe:

1. Application of internal pressure (if relevant).

2. Application of constant horizontal load (if relevant).
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Fig. 3: Typical outline of deformation shape (not to scale) of pipes after testing, along with explanation of measurements

given in Table 2.

3. (a) Application of transverse displacement of 200 mm.115

(b) Application of linearly increasing horizontal load (if relevant).

4. Locking of horizontal actuators.

5. Removal of vertical indenter.

6. Release of horizontal actuators.

If a constant axial force is used, it is applied before the transverse deformation. If a linearly increasing120

axial load is used, then it is increased along with the transverse deformation, i.e., both the axial force and

the deformation increase simultaneously from zero to the maximum prescribed value (53 kN and 200 mm,

respectively) during the same time interval (approximately 480 s). Water was used to pressurise the pipes

by utilising a pump continuously working throughout the test procedure. A pressure release valve opening

automatically at approximately 10.2 MPa kept the pressure in the system constant – this was necessary125

as the volume of the pipes decreases markedly during deformation. The water was filled from the top (the

filling point is shown in Fig. 2) to minimise the amount of trapped air inside the pipe. During testing, the

horizontal and vertical forces and displacements were logged. As were the angle α at the pipe ends, and the

final measurements of the angles after the test procedure are presented in Table 2. The force at the first

“peak”, occuring just before 50 mm displacement in Fig. 4, is also listed in the table for each pipe. Pressure130

sensors logged the pressure inside the pipe. After the pipe has been deformed transversely, the distance

between the rotation points at each end contracts somewhat and this contraction is called ∆L in Table 2.

3.2. Experimental results

Fig. 3 shows a typical outline of a deformed pipe, and serves as a legend for several measurements in

Table 2. As the indenter makes contact with the pipe, a plastic hinge is formed which starts at the contact135

point and moves to each side down the pipe’s cross-section. The final position of the plastic hinge is shown in
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(b) p = 10 MPa

Pipe P1 (Na = 0 kN)

Pipe P2 (Na = 53 kN)

Pipe P3 (Na = 0-53 kN)

Fig. 4: Transverse force-displacement curves from (a) the unpressurised pipes A1-A3, and (b) the pressurised pipes P1-P3.

a red circle in Fig. 3. Transverse force-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 4 1, with part (a) containing the

data from the experiments without internal pressure, and part (b) showing the resulting force-displacement

curves when an additional internal pressure of about 10 MPa is applied to the pipe. As expected, the stiffness

– i.e., the initial slope of the force-displacement curves – is higher when internal pressure is included. After140

25 mm deformation, the force is above 40 kN for all pressurised pipes while for the unpressurised pipes it

is about 35 kN. The general force level is increased by including internal pressure, providing an additional

resistance to bending. The pressure p acting on the end caps gives rise to an internal stress σp in the axial

direction of the pipe. Assuming a thin-walled pipe, σp can be estimated by [51]

σp = p
Aend

At
(5)

where Aend is the area of the end cap, which the pressure p acts upon. With an internal diameter of145

Di = 123 mm σp becomes about 76 MPa which is well below the yield stress, and the hoop stress is twice

of σp. Thus, the axial stress causes a small elongation of the pipe, but no constraint forces arise as the

horizontal pistons are free to move during the build up of the internal pressure. When an external axial

force Na is applied by the pistons, this adds further stresses to the pipe in the axial direction. The maximum

value of Na is 53.5 kN, which adds a stress σa = Na/At = 34 MPa. The axial stress is then about 110 MPa,150

roughly a quarter of the nominal yield stress.

From Fig. 4 it is judged that a constant axial load increases the pipe’s resistance to bending, i.e., the

force required to produce an equivalent deformation without the axial load is lower. The linearly increasing

1The data for pipe P3 was subject to an offset error when presented at the OMAE 2017 conference [33], and this has been

corrected for this publication.
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axial load has the same effect, and the effect is greater for larger values of the applied axial load as one would

expect. In terms of final dent deformation, it was hard to distinguish between the three different tensile155

axial loads. The local cross-sectional deformation thereby appears much less affected by the axial load than

by the internal pressure. Still, the difference in distance between the rotation points before and after testing

∆L decreased somewhat with increasing axial force (see Table 2). On the other hand, a compressive axial

load (not investigated herein) can reduce the lateral collapse load significantly [52]. The reason for pipe P3

having a higher force level than P2 is mainly attributed to differences in pipe wall thickness.160

A pronounced difference in cross-sectional deformation is noted when internal pressure is applied, re-

sulting in smaller values of dE-W and larger values of dN-S (legend shown in Fig. 3). The dent becomes

more localised as depicted in Fig. 5, where the top row shows the dent in the pipe after being deformed

without internal pressure, and the bottom row with internal pressure. This may of course alter not only

the magnitude of strains but also the strain path, which can be quite important when discussing potential165

fracture [42]. A much rounder final cross-sectional deformation is noted for the pressurised pipes, as also

noted by others [53, 54]. The dent depth becomes smaller and the curvature around the dent is higher, thus

conforming with results from previous studies [30, 31, 55]. Smaller cross-sectional deformation is beneficial,

because when a dent exceeds 5% of the outer diameter the load bearing capacity reduces quickly [56]. The

dent profile is, however, constrained to a smaller area as observed in Fig. 5. This could change the level170

(a) Pipe A1 (b) Pipe A2 (c) Pipe A3

(d) Pipe P1 (e) Pipe P2 (f) Pipe P3

Fig. 5: Local deformation in dent without pressure (top row) and with 10 MPa internal pressure (bottom row). The left

column has no axial load, the middle column has a constant axial load, while the right column has a linearly increasing axial

load. The paint dots seen were applied as contrast for a digital image correlation technique.
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of compression and the state of stress in the dent, which in turn may affect the probability of failure at a

later stage [42]. Industry practice rarely allows deformation beyond 5% of the diameter before assuming

rupture. Pipe A1 herein sufferend a dent depth of approximately 40 mm, which is approximately 30% of

the diameter. While collapse may be imminent if a compressive load is added, the pipes showed no signs

of fracture through the hull (discussed in more detail below). A dynamically applied load would, however,175

most likely alter this. Key figures from the tests are summarised in Table 2.

After the test sequence was carried out, a compressive axial force was erroneously applied to pipe P2

due to a bug in the rig’s software. This caused the dent to become somewhat more compressed, as can be

seen in Fig. 5(e). For this reason, a direct comparison of the measured cross-sectional deformation measured

from pipe P2 with values from the other pipes is not applicable.180

A digital image correlation (DIC) technique was tested on the pipes. As seen in Fig. 5, a speckled

paint pattern was applied to the pipe to provide contrast for the images. Cameras were attached to the

indenter so the deformation could be followed more closely. The DIC procedure has been applied with

success previously, for both large [57] and small deformations [58]. In short, the procedure works by finding

a correlation between a reference image and the current image by optimising a set of degrees of freedom for185

a pixel subset (details available in Ref. [59]). Based on the correlation it is possible to calculate the strains

on the surface of the pipe.

Fig. 6(a) shows the estimated surface strains from pipe A2 at the end of the test. The maximum measured

strain value in the tests was approximately 0.225. It was difficult to distinguish the six different tests based

on the strain measurements alone because all the DIC analyses gave similar results. This result is most190

likely due to the fact that the most interesting and most strained area of the pipe – the area underneath

0.00                     0.05                      0.10                      0.15                      0.20

(a) Digital image correlation (b) Implicit simulation

Fig. 6: Equivalent plastic strain on the surface of pipe A2 as estimated by (a) DIC, and by (b) the outermost integration points

in an implicit finite element analysis using 8-noded shell elements. The strains are shown for maximum transverse deformation

(200 mm).
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the indenter – is not visible during the test. In addition, the bulge just above the indenter has a notable

out-of-plane deformation. This causes the area to come out of focus, rendering proper correlation difficult.

The curved surface of pipes were also problematic due to reflections at different angles caused different light

intensity across the circumference. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the paint cracked and flaked off during some of195

the tests. To limit this problem, the paint should be freshly applied and not allowed to dry before testing.

Finally, shadows from particularly the indenter obfuscated central areas of the pipe further.

Despite these difficulties, the DIC analyses gave decent results. They were consistent among the pipes,

and the numerical simulations (discussed in detail later) gave matching results, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

Both the shape and magnitude of the strain distribution are similar for the experimentally and numerically200

obtained values. In the numerical fringe plot, all strain values above 0.225 are hatched in dark gray to obtain

the same color legend for both data sets.

The deformed pipe profiles are shown in Fig. 5, where it is evident that the material is heavily compressed

at the bottom of the dents. As signs of fracture have been observed inside the pipe wall for a similar

dynamic load case [5], specimens were cut from the pipes for investigation in an optical light microscope.205

The specimens were polished and etched in nital to reveal the microstructure.

Fig. 7(a) shows the undeformed microstructure, which is ferritic with a typical grain of approximately

10 µm or less. The grain structure is similar in the longitudinal and radial directions [7], which is reflected in

the isotropic mechanical behaviour of the material. The dark areas seen are probably oblong MnS particles

which retain their shape even after forming the pipes. Part (b) shows the microstructure in the compressed210

zone of the dent, where the grains have been elongated perpendicularly to the compressive direction, which

runs left to right. The particles seen here are spherical CaAl particels which bonded poorly with the

(b) Deformed microstructure(a) Undeformed microstructure

50 μm 50 μm

Fig. 7: Images from an optical light microscope study of the microstructure of pipe A1, where (a) shows the undeformed

microstructure, and (b) the deformed microstructure in the bottom of the dent (the compressive direction is left to right).
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matrix [7]. Still, no fracture was observed, even close to the particles (dark areas) where fracture is typically

found in this material [42]. The absence of fracture is most likely due to the quasi-static deformation rate

in both the loading and unloading phase. During an impact event against a pipe, fracture typically takes215

place during the rapid unloading (springback) of the pipe after attaining maximum deformation [30, 60]. In

addition, the material (in its virgin state) is very ductile, with an average true failure strain of 1.61.

4. Numerical simulations

The numerical setup, seen in Fig. 8, is largely a recreation of the experimental setup, and this has

been done using the commercially available finite element solver ABAQUS [36]. Even though the material220

exhibits strain rate sensitivity [44], this effect is omitted as the tests herein are quasi-static. With a fairly

time consuming experimental procedure involving contact, the optimal numerical setup is not immediately

obvious. The use of an explicit scheme offers better handling of contact at the cost of small time steps due

to conditional stability. Mass or time scaling can help reduce the number or increments required to reach

the termination time, but may introduce a sizable amount of kinetic energy to the system.225

An implicit scheme can apply larger time steps, but they are costly due to inversion of full matrices

and convergence is not necessarily guaranteed as contact can be challenging to handle. In addition, rather

small time steps are required due to large plastic strain and strain gradients. Both the explicit and implicit

techniques in ABAQUS will be tested while evaluating pros and cons. The explicit solution is propagated by

the central difference time integration rule, whereas the implicit simulations employ a full Newton-Raphson230

approach for the equilibrium iterations. As no fracture was observed in the tests, no fracture criterion is

included in the numerical studies herein.

Two techniques for including the pressure are also tested. The first is a direct approach where the

pressure is applied as a uniformly distributed load to the internal surfaces of the pipe, while the second

models the fluid and adhering pressure using an Eulerian mesh. This latter technique is only available in235

ABAQUS/Explicit.

448448 1000125 125

reference point
shell thickness ≈ 4 mm

rigid end cap
pressure p (if relevant)

rigid cylinder r = 10 mm

Di = 123 mm

shell thickness = 10.0 mm

axial force Na

(if relevant)

Fig. 8: Sketch of setup of finite element simulations (not to scale).
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4.1. Setup of simulations

Four-node, reduced integration shell elements (called S4R in ABAQUS) with five integration points in

the thickness direction are used to model the pipe unless otherwise stated. Shell elements are able to capture

the main physics of deforming tubular structures [61], and were chosen for faster computation and for easier240

adjustment of the thickness of each pipe. The midsection of the pipe has a uniform shell thickness of about

4 mm (different for each pipe), while the end sections are 10 mm thick (cf. Fig. 8). At each end section a

rigid end cap is attached to emulate the stiff “forks” (shown in Fig. 2) connecting the pipe to the hydraulic

pistons. Reference points for these rigid caps are made to coincide spatially with the rotation points in the

rig. These points are restricted to move only in the axial direction of pipe, representing the movement of245

the pistons. When relevant, axial loads are applied to these points. The boundary conditions are naturally

quite important [62], and should not be oversimplified.

Contact is important to include, as applying nodal deformations or concentrated loads can yield non-

conservative results [52]. A contact surface ranging 200 mm is created at midspan of the pipe (100 mm

to each side from the center). Rigid shell elements making a cylinder with radius 10 mm were chosen to250

represent the indenter, a representation which has been shown to work well [33]. It is placed 1 mm above

the pipe, and given a constant velocity of 0.42 mm/s throughout the analyses like in the experiments. The

simulated time is 480 s, which makes the final displacement of the top of the pipe about 200 mm (200.6 mm

to be exact). While traveling this distance the indenter promptly deforms the pipe through a contact pair.

The force arising in this interaction is logged and compared with the experimental data. When relevant,255

internal pressure is applied as a uniformly distributed pressure load or by an Eulerian mesh to all internal

faces of the pipe, and ramped up smoothly during 10 s before the indenter moves. During this time, the

constant axial load is applied if relevant (pipes A2 and P2).

4.2. Mass scaling for explicit simulations

Quasi-static deformation rates result in time comsuming explicit simulations (see Table 3), necessitating260

some degree of mass scaling for these analyses. Pipe A1 is discretised by a rather coarse mesh with 16

elements around the circumference and 42 along the longitudinal axis of the 4 mm thick and 1000 mm long

Table 3: Results from mass scale study on pipe mesh with 16 × 42 elements using pipe A1 as a case.

Factor M Iterations Fpeak [kN] F̄ [kN] ∆F̄ [kN] ∆F̄ /Fpeak Ekin/Etot Time [hh:mm:ss]

1 134 508 429 45.8 37.7 0.0 0.0% 0.0% 36:58:03

102 13 450 905 45.9 37.7 0.1 0.3% 0.0% 03:55:51

104 1 396 965 46.8 37.8 0.3 0.8% 0.0% 00:20:05

106 134 206 48.6 38.0 1.0 2.6% 0.8% 00:02:17

108 13 378 80.6 38.6 5.8 15.0% 70.1% 00:00:12
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midsection, and this case is used for the mass scaling simulations. An estimate for the critical time step

∆tcr is given by the length `e of the smallest element

∆tcr =
`e
cs

(6)

where cs is the speed of sound in the material,265

cs =

√
Es
ρs

(7)

in which Es is Young’s modulus and ρs is the mass density. With 16 elements around the circumference

and 42 along the midsection (16 × 42) of 1000 mm, `e is roughly 24 mm – giving a crude estimate of

∆tcr ≈ 4.65 µs, which suggests a number of iterations of the order of 108. Using double precision is therefore

critical in order to avoid round-off errors.

The mass scaling results are presented in Table 3 and Fig. 9. Five different mass scaling factors were270

used (1, 102, 104, 106, and 108). According to Eqs. (6) and (7) the theoretical speedup from using a mass

scaling factor M is
√
M , which means that increasing the mass by 102 times should speed up the simulation

by a factor of 10. This is captured well by the simulations as seen in Table 3, particularly the number of

iterations scales almost perfectly. In addition, the peak force and the average force, Fpeak and F̄ respectively,

are listed along with the energy ratio (kinetic energy Ekin to total energy Etot) at the end of the simulation.275

Ideally the kinetic energy should be close to zero as the deformation is quasi-static, but due to the large

mass for the highest scale factor it becomes a significant proportion of the total energy. From these results
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(a) Mass scaling study
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(b) Relative force difference
M = 108
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Fig. 9: Simulations of pipe A1 (16× 42 mesh) investigating the effect of mass scaling, with (a) showing the force-displacement

curves from the contact between the indenter and the pipe using various mass scaling factors M , and (b) illustrating the

difference in force level between mass scaled analyses and the unscaled analysis with a 10-point moving average filter.
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a mass scaling factor of M = 104 is judged reasonable. Using no mass scaling is not an option as the CPU

time becomes very large even for a coarse mesh like here.

Fig. 9(a) shows the resulting force-displacement curves from the indenter-pipe contact pair in the mass280

scaling simulations. The simulation using no mass scaling was left out as it was indistinguishable from

the one with M = 102. Here it is obvious that M = 108 is useless as the large mass introduces too large

oscillations and too much kinetic energy. By looking at the relative force difference between the unscaled

and scaled simulations, shown in Fig. 9(b), using M = 106 causes a too large deviation in the force during

the initial stage. The average force deviation ∆F̄ throughout the simulation using M = 106 is 1.0 kN, while285

for M = 104 it is only 0.3 kN. A 10-point moving average smoothing filter has been applied to Fig. 9(b) to

remove the most erratic spikes. Based on the discussion above, M = 104 is thus chosen for further analyses.

4.3. Mesh sensitivity and effect of shell thickness

By gradually increasing the number of elements, a suitable mesh was found. Each mesh is distinguished

by the number of elements around the circumference times the number of elements along the 1000 mm long290

test section. A coarse mesh (16 × 42), a medium mesh (24 × 62), a fine mesh (36 × 92), and an extra fine

(36 × 108) mesh were used. The latter mesh has a refined zone near the contact area, and can be seen in

Fig. 10. Transverse force-displacement curves from the mesh sensitivity study are presented in Fig. 11(a),

while curves from simulations using different shell thicknesses are plotted in Fig. 11(b). The red curve in

Fig. 9(a) is from the same simulation as the red curve in Fig. 11(a). For all cases, the rigid indenter had an295

element size slightly smaller than the element size in the pipe, thereby making sure that contact is enforced

so the pipe cannot penetrate the indenter.

The base thickness for pipe A1 was the experimentally measured value of 4.19 mm. This value was

increased and decreased with 0.10 mm two times each. The effect of using different shell thicknesses was

36 els. around 
circumference

indenter mesh
16 × 76 els.

Fig. 10: Final mesh (referred to as 36× 108 in Fig. 11(a)) used in simulations, with the center 1.0 m span having 36 elements

along the circumference and 108 along the midsection of the pipe. The mesh is refined in the 200 mm contact area.
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(b) effect of thickness on 36× 108 mesh (Fig. 10)

t = 4.39 mm

t = 4.29 mm

t = 4.19 mm

t = 4.09 mm

t = 3.99 mm

Experiment

Fig. 11: Explicit simulations (M = 104) of pipe A1 investigating the effect of refining the mesh (a) and changing the shell

thickness (b). The green curves in (a) and (b) are the same.

according to expectations as can be seen in Fig. 11(b), and in line with previous investigations [63]. The300

equivalent plastic strain at equal levels of transverse deformation was almost the same between the five

different thicknesses (about 2% increase from the lowest to the highest thickness). Since the pipes used in

the experiments were lathed down from 10 mm thickness to 4 mm thickness in the 1000 mm long test section,

some spatial variation in the thickness occurs. As the measured average thickness not necessarily makes

the best representation of the pipe as a whole, it can be reverse engineered in the simulations by adjusting305

the shell thickness. It is possible to create a field representing the thickness according to the measurements

across the pipe, but this is left for further work.

While performing the mesh sensitivity study, a somewhat unexpected effect presented itself. All the

mesh sizes used for the results in Fig. 11(a) have an even number of elements along the pipe length. This

results in a node being placed exactly where the indenter makes first contact with the pipe, i.e., at midspan.310

Fig. 12 shows a close-up of the dented zone of the pipe at the end of the simulation; the left part has an even

number of elements along the test section (42) and the right part has an odd number (43).2 Having nodes

centrically placed and perfectly aligned in both the indenter and the pipe seems to cause more oscillations

in the force-displacement curve, which can best be seen in Fig. 13(a). This may be because the contact

is at times reduced to a single row of nodes, some which may be in contact while others are not, thereby315

causing small fluctuations in the contact force. Further, there is a notable difference in the force level during

deformation, but this effect disappears when refining the mesh as Fig. 13(b), (c) and (d) attest to. The

magnitude of the equivalent plastic strain was throughout the simulation marginally lower when the element

number along the longitudinal axis of the pipe was odd, but again the effect was reduced with an increasing

2Using 41 elements was also tested, and yielded almost the exact same results as using 43 elements.
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16 × 42 mesh (even) 16 × 43 mesh (odd)

row of nodes in center row of elements in center

Fig. 12: Even vs. odd number of elements when using the coarse mesh. The apparent gap is due to the shell thickness not

being rendered.

number of elements.320

Another way of invoking this effect is by rotating the indenter so that the surface normals of the bottom

row of indenter elements point directly at the pipe. In Fig. 12 the indenter has a row of nodes facing the

pipe, and simulations were run with a row of elements facing the pipe using both even and odd meshes of

different grades. The oscillations in the force-displacement curves were similar to even cases in Fig. 13, and

some discrepancies in the force levels were noted. No significant differences in deformation was observed due325

to this. Again, this effect diminished with increasing number of elements. Given that a fairly fine mesh has

been chosen (see Fig. 10), a setup with an even number of elements and the indenter position as in Fig. 12

(row of nodes facing the pipe) was chosen for further simulations.

Rather than meshing the indenter it is possible to use an analytic rigid body with a smooth surface. With

this technique, the nodes of the pipe are checked for penetration into the analytic rigid body. Simulations330

of pipe A1 were set up exactly as before, except that an analytic surface was used as the rigid cylinder
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Fig. 13: Force-displacement curves (close to the peak) arising from adding a single row of elements in the axial direction of

pipe A1 for different mesh grades in explicit simulations.
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indenting the pipe in stead of meshing the indenter. This provides a smooth surface and eliminates the

edges caused by the discretisation (see Fig. 12), suggesting that a more even force-displacement curve is

produced – which also proved to be the case. Fig. 14 shows the force-displacement curves close to the peak

when using an analytic indenter, and the most immediate observation is that the oscillations present in335

Fig. 13 vanish.

For the coarsest mesh, however, the force-displacement curves are completely off compared with all other

cases. The reason for this is that the diameter of the indenter (20 mm) is smaller than the distance between

the nodes (about 24 mm). When the number or elements along the pipe length is odd for the coarse mesh

(16×43), an element face is placed at midspan (illustrated at the right part of Fig. 12), causing the analytic340

indenter to avoid the nodes – hence the lack of a red curve in Fig. 14(a). For the even numbered coarse

mesh (16× 42), a row of nodes is located at midspan making somewhat spurious contact with the indenter.

In all the remaining mesh variations the distance between nodes is always smaller than 20 mm, enabling

smooth contact throughout the analyses as indicated by Figs. 14(b)-(d). There is however a slight discrep-

ancy between the red curves (odd numbered) compared with the black (even) caused by the nodal locations;345

when an element face is situated at midspan (odd) the indenter can penetrate slightly further into the pipe

and thereby making contact a little later. Also this effect diminishes when the mesh is refined. Total CPU

time was not much affected by using an analytic indenter, but it appeared to decrease slightly as expected.
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Fig. 14: Force-displacement curves (close to the peak) of pipe A1 simulations using an analytic indenter for different mesh

grades.

4.4. Implicit simulations

The main basis for comparison is the force-displacement curves, and further parameters are the geometric350

measurements after the load sequence as illustrated in Fig. 3. For the implicit simulations general contact

is defined using the indenter surface and the surface of the refined portion of the mesh as a surface pair.

The time step is limited to 2 s at most when applying the pressure (and constant axial load if relevant),

and to 5 s (about 2 mm indenter displacement) during the transverse deformation. Other than that the

incrementation is automatic. Key results are listed in Table 4.355
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The mesh shown in Fig. 10 is used for the implicit and explicit simulations alike. While each increment

is much more costly in implicit simulations due to the equilibrium iterations, much fewer increments are

needed. For the simulations herein this is an advantage as the physical experiments are quasi-static and

take minutes to complete. With contact involved, convergence of the solution may be an issue but for the

simulations in this study this did not become a problem.360

With 4-node shells (S4R), the force-displacement curve in Fig. 15(a) becomes somewhat jagged as each

row of elements comes into contact successively. This effect is present in the explicit simulations as well, and

can be observed in Fig. 11(a) – particularly for the coarse mesh. Using 8-node second-order shell elements

(S8R in ABAQUS [36]) ameliorates this effect. The shell thickness was found to have the same effect in

the implicit simulations as in the explicit ones (cf. Fig. 11(b)). Using an analytic indenter in the implicit365

simulations did not have a noticeable effect like in the explicit simulations. Fig. 15(a) includes simulations

with both a discretised and an analytic indenter, and the differences are marginal.

The simulations depicted in Fig. 15 were run without parallellisation on a desktop computer, where

the simulation using S8R elements took about four times longer to complete compared with S4R elements.

The required memory was approximately doubled. In absolute time, the computer used 12 and 50 minutes370

for the S4R and S8R simulations, respectively, meaning that the CPU time is not much of an issue for the

implicit simulations compared with the explicit ones. As an alternative, it is possible to run the simulation

using 8-node element in the middle area only. This gave just as good results as using 8-node elements all
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Fig. 15: Implicit simulations of pipe A1 with 8-node and 4-node shell elements. The solid lines in (a) represent the contact

between a meshed rigid indenter, while the dotted force-displacement curves are with an analytic indenter. Part (b) shows the

contour of the pipe cross-section at midspan using 8-node and 4-node shell elemens compared with the actual test specimen.
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Table 4: Comparison between test results (T), explicit simulations (E) and implicit simulations (I). See Fig. 3 for legend.

Pipe → A1 A2 A3 P1 P2∗ P3

Parameter T/ E/ I T/ E/ I T/ E/ I T/ E/ I T/ E/ I T/ E/ I

wi [mm] 120/ 123/ 128 120/ 126/ 127 122/ 126/ 127 117/ 121/ 123 159/ 119/ 121 113/ 120/ 122

∆L [mm] 31/ 32/ 34 24/ 30/ 32 25/ 31/ 32 32/ 33/ 33 27/ 31/ 31 26/ 31/ 32

LN-N [mm] 1200/1209/1208 1197/1211/1210 1198/1210/1209 1200/1209/1209 1168/1211/1211 1200/1211/1211

Fpeak [kN] 40.7/ 41.7/ 40.3 45.9/ 46.2/ 44.5 40.6/ 41.5/ 40.6 47.5/ 50.0/ 48.6 -/ -/ - -/ -/ -

Fend [kN] 28.7/ 28.7/ 27.0 47.0/ 45.7/ 44.4 45.7/ 44.8/ 43.5 45.0/ 43.5/ 44.9 61.1/ 59.1/ 60.8 65.4/ 63.0/ 63.6

α [deg] 8.7/ 9.0/ 9.1 8.5/ 8.9/ 9.0 8.7/ 9.0/ 9.0 9.6/ 9.6/ 9.7 11.6/ 9.6/ 9.7 9.2/ 9.6/ 9.7

p [MPa] 0/ 0/ 0 0/ 0/ 0 0/ 0/ 0 10.3/ 10.3/ 10.3 10.3/ 10.3/ 10.3 10.1/ 10.1/ 10.1

dN-S [mm] 84/ 76/ 80 89/ 74/ 73 87/ 73/ 72 98/ 91/ 91 90/ 92/ 91 97/ 92/ 91

dE-W [mm] 164/ 169/ 169 165/ 169/ 169 164/ 169/ 169 152/ 156/ 156 164/ 154/ 154 152/ 155/ 155

∗Experimental post-test geometric measurements are inaccurate due to an erroneously applied compressive force after the test.

over, and the simulation took about 25 minutes to complete.

Due to the high curvature in the dent of a deformed pipe, S8R elements seem to work better since they375

are able to maintain a smooth displacement field. This is illustrated in Fig. 15(b), where the contour of

the cross-section of the pipe in the middle of the dent is sketched.3 While the cross-sectional (and global)

deformations at the end of the simulations are very similar for the two element types, the strains differ

somewhat more. So if a detailed analysis of the strain field is wanted, 8-node elements is the preferred

choice. Still, using 4-node elements provides a good prediction for the global force-displacement curve and380

from there a good estimate of the energy absorption if needed.

Experimental and numerical measurements (both explicit and implicit results using a discretised indenter)

are listed in Table 4, and the corresponding simulations are presented in Fig. 16. In general the simulations

resemble the experiments closely for all parameters. The explicit results are as described in Section 4.3, while

the implicit results are with the S8R elements. Generally, the implicit solutions are slightly more compliant385

due to the increased number of deformation modes (the explicit solutions are restricted to the linear shape

functions). The implicit simulation of pipe A2 using 8-node elements is compared with DIC data in Fig. 6,

which shows that the results match both qualitatively and quantitatively. Force-displacement curves are

shown in Fig. 16, and the overall agreement is very good. The hatched gray areas indicate the lower and

upper bounds formed by the minimum and maximum measured pipe wall thicknesses when used in implicit390

simulations. However, a caveat is made for using global measures to evaluate local performance [64]. It is

important to keep in mind what the goal of the results is; estimating the energy absorption or analysing the

strain field require two different degrees of precision. These data could also be used to validate analytical

or empirical methods, but this is out of scope for the current study.

3The circumference using 8-node elements may look slightly rough or edged in Fig. 15(b), but this is only due to a software

limitation when rendering the shell thickness.
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Fig. 16: Force-displacement curves from simulations using the 36 × 108 mesh and a discretised indenter, for both explicit

and implicit simulations. The hatched gray areas indicate the lower and upper bounds formed by the minimum and maximum

measured pipe wall thicknesses when used in implicit simulations.

Nevertheless, for both the explicit and implicit solutions, the magnitude of the equivalent plastic strain395

is lower throughout the simulation when internal pressure is included. Using an implicit simulation without

axial loading as an example (a 36× 108 mesh with linear elements), a comparison is made with and without

internal pressure. With a shell thickness of 4.19 mm for both cases, the equivalent plastic strain εeq is shown

in Fig. 17 for an unpressurised pipe (left) and a pressurised pipe (right). These two cases represent pipe

A1 and P1, respectively. In the former, the maximum equivalent plastic strain εeq,max is 0.695 while in the400

latter εeq,max is 0.625. This result is representative of all simulations, and shows that the internal pressure

not only increases resistance to bending, but reduces the strains as well. When a constant axial load is

included for pipe A2 and P2, the maximum equivalent plastic strain becomes 0.640 and 0.560, respectively.

The corresponding values for A3 and P3 are 0.644 and 0.565. Fig. 17 shows that when pressure is included,

the strains distribute across a larger area. The 3D-DIC measurements suggest the same result, but it was405

difficult to quantify exactly because the area where this effect is most evident is obscured by the indenter

and its shadow in the experiments. For future DIC studies of this kind, proper lighting should be ensured.
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Fig. 17: Comparison of equivalent plastic strain in implicit simulations of A1 (left) and P1 (right) using the 36 × 108 mesh

with linear elements and shell thickness 4.19. The light gray arrows indicate the points with highest equivalent plastic strain.

4.5. Coupled Euler-Lagrange analyses

A variation for the pressure model is made to the explicit setup by modelling the fluid directly. This is

done by discretising a 200 × 340 × 1400 mm volume by an Eulerian mesh, and embedding the Lagrangian410

pipe structure into it. This is called the coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) approach in ABAQUS [36].

The Eulerian elements falling inside the structural mesh are given the properties of the desired fluid and the

correct pressure is applied by a predefined field, while the remainder of the Eulerian elements are left empty

(or “void”). Elements which are intersected by the pipe are given a fill grade from 0 (empty) to 1 (full)

based on how much of its volume is located inside the pipe. As the pipe deforms, the fluid is constrained415

by the boundary of the pipe and the pressure inside is retained.

The Eulerian (fluid) mesh is always discretised finer than the structure to avoid potential problems at the

fluid-structure interface [65, 66]. Reduced integration 8-node brick elements have a constant pressure within

each element, so making the structural mesh the finest of the two is not advisable if the pressure distribution

is of importance. In this case the pressure is constant throughout the test, but the fine fluid mesh is kept to420

maintain a good resolution of the “location” of the fluid and to minimise numerical diffusion. The fluid is

modelled either as a perfect gas, or as a nearly incompressible liquid. The former has the advantage of being

insensitive to small volume changes as here, while the latter might suffer a pressure change. It is possible to

set up boundary conditions that circumvent this, however this is requires a more in-depth approach, which

is beyond the scope of the current study. The main goal is to investigate if modelling the fluid will provide425

better results or new insight not obtainable from the simpler Lagrangian simulations.
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Mass scaling is not applicable with the CEL approach, hence a time scaling factor of 10−2 was applied

to the simulation time, thus making the simulated time 4.8 s rather than 480 s, which should be equivalent

to using M = 104 for the Lagrangian simulations. Because the fluid elements are always smaller than the

solid elements, they govern the critical time step. For the mesh in Fig. 10 the volume measuring 200×340×430

1400 mm was discretised by a regular mesh with an element length of 8 mm. With an additional 25× 43×

175 = 188125 elements the computational time necessarily increases significantly, so these simulations were

run with 48 CPUs on a computing cluster.

By inspecting the results visually, they appear to be quite good qualitatively. Fig. 18(a) shows the fill

grade of the fluid in the Eulerian mesh, where 0 is empty (void of fluid) and 1 is full. Around the countours435

of the pipe some Eulerian elements are only partially filled as the Lagrangian shell elements cut through

them. In any case, the fluid follows the structure nicely and the pressure is contained while the deformations

are consistent with previous simulations (and with the experiments).

The force-displacement curves arising from the contact between the indenter and the pipe are shown

in Fig. 18(b). As in the preceding mass scaled explicit simulations, there are some oscillations, caused440

by the time scaling and by the meshed indenter. The amplitudes of the oscillations are larger compared

with the corresponding Lagrangian simulation (see Fig. 16(d)), which could be due to the time scaling and

possible diffusion. In general the force level is decently captured, with a slight change towards the end of the

deformation procedure. When a perfect gas equation of state was used, the force dropped slightly. When a

Lagrangian pipe element cuts through a Eulerian fluid element, the fluid element is assigned a fluid volume445

fraction at each node based on its location relative to the pipe. If the volume fraction is below 0.5, contact is

not enforced and diffusion ensues. This fact could be the source of the drop in the force when using a perfect

gas. For the nearly incompressible liquid, a slight increase was observed at the end of the force-displacement
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Fig. 18: Coupled Euler-Lagrange simulation of pipe P1.
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curve. This increase is most likely due to the build-up of pressure caused by the decrease in volume of the

pipe during deformation, thus counteracting the diffusion effect. The CPU time for the CEL analyses with450

a time scale factor of 10−2 was about 12 hours when running 48 CPUs in parallel.

5. Discussion

The X65 material used in this study is both isotropic and homogeneous [7], and the chosen material

model appears to provide sufficient accuracy for the global simulations. As expected, three-point bending

tests on circular pipes show that including an internal pressure increases the force required to reach a certain455

deformation. Also, the deformed cross-sectional shape is less ovalised after the test procedure when internal

pressure is included, with a more localised dent as noted by Jones and Birch [30]. Applying a constant

axial force while simultaneously bending pipes further increases the resisting force when deforming the

pipe transversely. Using an axial load which increases linearly with the transverse deformation, shows that

the effect of increased resistance is greater for greater values of the axial load as one would expect. The460

sequence in which the loads are applied can be important – if the axial force is applied after the transverse

deformation, resulting in a compression-tension load in critical areas of the dent, the likelyhood of fracture

increases significantly for this material [7, 42]. Investigations using an optical light microscope showed no

signs of fracture in the pipes despite the large deformation. This is partly due to the high ductility of the

material. The most contributing factor, however, appears to be that the tests are quasi-static. During an465

impact event, fracture typically occurs during the elastic springback because a rapid reversal of the load can

load to a ductile-to-brittle transition [7, 67].

After having established a good mesh and a reasonable mass scaling factor, the explicit finite element

simulations were able to capture the global behaviour very well, both in terms of force-displacement curves

and initial system stiffness. The thickness of the pipes is important in order to obtain the correct force470

level. As the pipes were lathed down from 10 mm to about 4 mm, this caused a somewhat uneven thickness

which is not necessarily well represented by a uniform shell thickness in the simulations although a good

approximation is obtained. Using the maximum and minimum measured thicknesses creates an upper

and lower band of the experimental force-displacement data, illustrated by the hatched areas in Fig. 16.

Experimental and numerical data are listed in Table 4, where it is observed that the numerical values are475

close to the experimental observations. It is interesting to see that for both the tests and the simulations,

the deformation values for the linearly increasing axial load are typically between the case with no axial

load and the case with a constant axial load. In addition, the DIC results agreed well with the numerical

data, both qualitatively and quantitatively, thus suggesting that strain fields obtained by the simulations

resemble reality quite well. This result means that the numerical simulations can be used as good and480

reliable predictors for e.g. stress triaxiality, strain history or other parameters closely linked to failure.
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Using an odd or even number of elements along the axial direction of the pipe resulted in notable

differences in the force level during deformation, but this effect disappeared with increased mesh refinement.

More oscillations were present using an even number, which suggests that care must be taken when utilising

symmetry, particularly for a coarse mesh. Using an analytic indenter was a failure for the coarsest mesh as485

the diameter of the indenter was smaller than the nodal distance, allowing the indenter to pass through the

pipe mesh (see Fig. 14(a)) as the analytic rigid body has no nodes. For the finer mesh grades, the analytic

approach worked well, providing a more even contact without causing oscillations (compare Fig. 13 with

Fig. 14).

The implicit simulations were also able to recreate the experiments with good accuracy. By using S8R490

elements the force-displacement curve becomes more even, and a smooth displacement field was obtained.

Also, the odd or even problem discussed above was negligible. With a runtime only a fraction of the explicit

counterpart, an implicit scheme is superior for simulating the experiments in this study. Using a discretised

rigid indenter or an analytic rigid indenter did not affect the results to any significant extent for the implicit

simulations, as can be seen in Fig. 15(b). The points with the highest equivalent plastic strain – coinciding495

with points where fracture has been observed in similar experiments from previous work [7] – were analysed

in more detail. Stress triaxiality data was extracted from these points (shown in Fig. 17), and plotted against

the equivalent plastic strain in Fig. 19. It is observed that the strain paths are very similar for all cases,

and the major difference is the strain at the end of the simulation (indicated by a cross shaped marker).

The diamond shaped markers show the point when the plastic hinge passes through the evaluated point,500

while the circular markers indicate when the indenter comes into contact with said point. When pressure

is included, the stress triaxiality is generally lower for the same magnitude of equivalent plastic strain. The

indenter also makes contact with the critical point at an earlier stage compared with the ambient pipes
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Fig. 19: Stress triaxiality data extracted from the most critical point (see Fig. 17) in implicit simulations using 4-node shell

elements. The cross shaped markers indicate the end of the simulation.
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becuase the critical point is closer to the center for the pressurised pipes.

The stress triaxiality starts out at approximately 0.5 when the material point first yields. As the travelling505

plastic hinge arrives at the evaluated point, the plastic strains start to increase. After the indenter makes

contact with the point, the triaxiality remains fairly constant at about −0.6. Large compressive strains prior

to tension may as mentioned cause a ductile-to-brittle transition [7, 67], which can be devastating to the

pipeline integrity. A more detailed analysis of compression-tension loading has been carried out [42], and

this work could be extended to a pipe impact scenario to assess the probability of fracture.510

As the pressures used herein are constant throughout the test, a numerical representation by application

of a uniform pressure load on the internal surface of the pipe is sufficient, and this is the typical approach in

the literature [68]. Using an Eulerian mesh to this end is not necessary, as this technique is mostly intended

for problems like fluid flow or liquid sloshing [69]. If, however, the change in volume during deformation

alters the pressure, using some kind of fluid-structure interaction is helpful [44]. Another approach is to515

mesh only the interior of the pipe with a mesh that is able to follow the deformation of the pipe (arbitrary

Lagrangian-Eulerian method), thereby reducing the number of required fluid elements. When comparing

the pressurised simulations with their unpressurised equivalents, the magnitude of the equivalent plastic

strain was always lower when pressure was included.

6. Conclusions520

After investigating material and component tests of X65 steel pipes it can be concluded that the material

is homogeneous and isotropic, and is well represented by a simple power law. A tensile axial force increases

a pipe’s resistance to transverse bending, but does not seem to have a significant influence on the deformed

shape of the pipe after unloading. Internal pressure increases the resistance to transverse bending as well,

and can decrease the ovalisation of the pipe’s cross-section. Strain measurements by DIC gave decent results,525

but it was difficult to discern the six different tests based on strains alone because the most strained area

revealing potential differences was obscured by the indenter. No fracture was observed in the pipes due to

the quasi-static deformation rate used.

Finite element simulations are able to recreate the experiments closely, including the effect of the axial

load and the internal pressure. The thickness of the pipes is important, and lower and upper bounds on530

the transverse force-displacement curve are created by the minimum and maximum measured thicknesses

respectively. Using an odd or an even number of elements along the axial direction of the pipe can influence

the force level if the mesh is coarse. Discretising the indenter by rigid elements could cause oscillations

in the force-displacement curves, especially when nodes collided heads on. Analytic rigid surfaces amends

this problem, but requires a sufficiently fine mesh to allow detection of contact. The effects of indenter535

representation were mainly limited to explicit simulations. The stress triaxiality is first tensile in the most
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critical point, and is then reversed into compression where most of the plastic straining takes place.

A coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian approach may capture fluid flow and pressure changes, but is not neces-

sary when the pressure is constant. For this problem, where the deformation is quasi-static and higher-order

accuracy may be needed due to high strain gradients, an implicit scheme is recommended over an explicit540

scheme as it takes much less time to complete a calculation and no mass scaling is needed. In addition,

higher-order elements are available.
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